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Â In a brand-new mystery from the author of The Measby Murder Enquiry, the cantankerous golden
years gumshoe Ivy Beasley keeps her mental faculties sharp with a strict regimen of crime
detection.Â Apart from the unwelcome noise made by the morning cleaning crew, life has been
quiet at Springfields Home for the Elderly. Too quiet, in fact. Ivy and her team of sleuths, Enquire
Within, have resorted to finding lost cats, and Gus is even threatening to return to his memoirs. But
no sooner does he attempt to put a winning phrase together than he receives a call from his ex-wife,
Katherine, who is in desperate needs of a place to hide.Though Gus has a difficult time getting a
straight answer from Kathâ€”just as it was in their many years of marriageâ€”something is most
certainly afoot, and soon Enquire Within is back in business. This time they have their hands full, not
only with missing pets, but missing jewels, and evidence of foul play uncomfortably close to their too
quiet homeâ€¦
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I picked up this book by the author of the Lois Meade mysteries - which I've enjoyed - with
expectations of a good cozy contemporary mystery. Those expectations were dashed.Well,
"dashed" is too active a verb to use in connection with this novel. "Slowly and excruciatingly
smothered" would be more accurate.I slogged my way through this meandering tale, in which
people treated each other badly for no apparent reason, until I realized that: (1) nothing had actually
happened, and (2) the characters were all variously rude, avaricious, snobbish, stupid, selfish, lazy,
and generally unlikable. Especially the unpleasant old hag Ivy Beasley. By then I was at about page

80, and I quit. I didn't even flip to the end of the book to find out what, if anything, eventually
happened.I'll stick to Purser's Lois Meade mysteries in future.

In Barrington, England the Enquire Within quartet (Ivy Beasley, her cousin Deidre Bloxham, her
fiancÃ© Roy Goodman and mysterious Augustus "Gus" Halfhide) are bored after solving recent
murder mysteries (see The Measby Murder Enquiry and the Hangman's Row Enquiry). Their only
case lately is finding the missing cat Posey Moon.Gus' ex-wife Katherine calls claiming she needs
his help. He wants nothing to do with her as she is a con artist who pretends interest in others while
using charm to get what she wants. Her activities often cross the ethics line. She comes to his
cottage begging him to let her stay for a few days. He says no, but his good hearted neighbor
Miriam Blake offers her a place to stay. Later Miriam realizes her foolishness as she wants to win
Gus's heart. The next day Miriam finds Kath gone. She and her friend Rose Budd enter the woods
searching for Kath, but find a hand instead. Detective Inspector Frobisher follows Miriam into the
woods where there is no hand. The Enquire Within search for Kath and why she came to
Barrington.This is a fun though somewhat slow cozy starring retirees doing an enquiry in which
there may have been foul play and loot involved, but they have no evidence of a murder or any
valuables stolen; only Gus' belief Kath has pulled a stunt while Frobisher wonders if Gus pulled a
stunt. Initially more of a character study than an amateur sleuth, the storyline picks up the pace
when Kath's antics begin to surface. Readers who enjoy a British leisurely paced mystery will want
to read The Wild Wood Enquiry.Harriet Klausner

If you like your cozy mysteries full of quirky characters who do and say unexpected things, a plot
that seems to meander along, and almost no village atmosphere, then Ann Purser might be an
author you'll like. I've tried two of the Lois Meade series, and this is the first of the Ivy Beasley series
I've read. I enjoy British mysteries, so that's not the issue. I simply found this one lacking in almost
all the things I expect from a cozy.The idea of a group of aging friends establishing a confidential
investigative team is unusual, and initially I thought it had potential, but I was wrong. The writing is
painfully awkward, and what suspense there is suffers because the characters treat each other so
poorly. There isn't even any humor in it (unless it's satire, and I've missed the point, but I don't think
so). I might try reading one more Ann Purser mystery before I give up on her, but this one was
certainly not the best of the three I've read thus far. If you're entirely new to this author, I'd say give
the Lois Meade series a try first; the plots were more solid there.

As a Senior, I do enjoy the exploits of Miss Ivy and fiancÃ© Roy. Love her cat Tiddles. The things
she and her friends of Enquire within get unto are quite extraordinary. Dialogue and descriptions
neatly handled by Ann Purser.

Reading this gave me the distinct feeling I was on the set in Last Tango in Halifax. The characters
were well developed and I could hear them talking as in the Masterpiece tv show. Delightful, fun,
easy reading.

I like this gentle cozy mystery series. It is written with humor, a good sensible mystery or more, and
a touch of romance for sizzle. The fact that the characters are of a 'certain age,' makes it
unique.There is a lack of cases at the Springfields Luxury Retirement Home for the home business
of "Enquire Within." To keep things going along, the four partners, Ivy, Roy, Gus, and Deirdre
reluctantly accept a case of a missing kitten for the local store keeper.Quickly though, another more
challenging case appears. Gus receives a telephone call from his hated ex-wife and even though it
is hazy what is wrong, Gus knows that something bad is amiss. The case quickly becomes a
possible missing persons, a possible murder, a possible jewelry theft, and a possible suicide. The
village is shocked and jolted by the goings on.Our intrepid sleuths gather their trundle, walking
shoes and off they go to solve these crimes.I was very pleased with the outcome, sorry for the
victims, and tickled by the romance and soon to be wedding of Ivy and Roy. The rhythm of this book
is steady and paced. This is just what a cozy should be.
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